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Victoria 
Falls
 

DATES:

     

    

COSTS:

 $4,150 AUD per person sharing 

$5,740 AUD sole occupancy

Meditate with
Elephants
 

DATES:

       

 

COSTS:  

 $550 AUD per person sharing 

$600 AUD sole occupancy

 

Read on to find out more about the experience, and see full inclusions and

itineraries for each. 

 

Mindful Safari Key Details
Thank you so much for your enquiry about joining us on
Mindful Safari in 2020.  I am pleased to confirm key dates, costs
and other relevant details of this unique experience.
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Helping in the war against poaching

As participants on Mindful Safari, you will quickly become aware of the rapidly

escalating costs faced by game reserves in the daily anti-poaching war.  

While we have tried all we can to keep costs down , a large portion of the fees you

pay go directly towards funding this activity, so that you are contributing to the

preservation of endangered species, notably the few remaining rhinos in the wild.

You will also be contributing in a small, but highly meaningful way, to the wellbeing

and education of children at Masuwe Primary School.

How you are Contributing

to Conservation
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A herd of elephant move gracefully through the dawn bush just metres from

where you sit. A magnificent lion raises his head to catch the breeze on his granite

outcrop. You feel more radiantly present in this moment, here and now, than you

have ever imagined...

Join best-selling author and mindfulness coach David

Michie on an exclusive Mindful Safari!

Combine game drives and magical encounters with lion, elephant, giraffe, and

other iconic wildlife, with an inner journey to explore the nature of your own mind.

Come with us on a visit to the wild places of Africa, while also taking time to abide

in the tranquil clarity of your own primordial consciousness. 

These unique six day journeys combines a warm introduction to the amazing

wildlife and unforgettable vistas of Zimbabwe, with the gently humorous but

transformational approach to mindfulness for which David is well known.

Hear from Past Mindful Safari Adventurers

"I saw some of the most beautiful and extraordinary sights of my life on Mindful

Safari. It is a unique experience I will always carry in my heart." Noelle

Christopher 

 

"Quite simply, the trip of a lifetime! Combining mindfulness practice with game

drives produced a wonderful sense of connection, which continues with me to

this day, especially when I am in Nature." Dr Elise Julien 

 

 "An amazing adventure! There are no words to describe what it's like being so

close to lion, elephant and others. And the experience is heightened through

mindfulness practice. Highly recommended!" David and Bev Somerville 

More About the Experience
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Enjoy Unique Accomodation 

 For six days we are based in wonderfully comfortable accommodation of Masuwe

Lodge . Each day offers game viewing trips with our seasoned safari guides and

rangers; mindfulness teaching and meditation sessions with David; and

sumptuous meals.

Your own gorgeous thatch wilderness tent offers peace and seclusion, for your

own personal time each day, as well as the modern conveniences you would

expect, and all the creature comforts. 

 

Experience Africa's Magnificent Game

Twice daily game drives provide the perfect opportunity to simply be with nature

in the here and now. Varied according to wildlife activity at the reserve, you are

likely to see the ‘Big Five’ – lion, leopard, elephant, rhino and buffalo – as well as a

myriad other amazing animals. Simply being so close to them in their presence,

receptive to whatever they may be communicating, is a one of the most privileged

exercises in mindfulness on this earth.

Our drives include coffee breaks and sundowners in the bush, and at least one

bush walk during which our guides share their intimate understanding of the

ecology of this place. 
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Explore the Nature of Your Own Mind

Apart from informal mindfulness practice, each day also includes two teaching and

meditation sessions, before our morning and afternoon game drives. Our sessions

are held either in an open, thatched rondavel – round house – or out in the bush,

in itself an exceptional experience.

During the course of the safari David covers the following main subjects:

 What are mindfulness, meditation, and how to practise them 

The benefits of meditation – physical and psychological 

Tips on how to cultivate a meditation habit 

How to apply mindfulness to daily life

What is the mind and how to experience it directly through meditation Healing

and the mind

 

David has tailored this program to the environment – our analytical meditation

sessions help us recognise the intimacy of our connection with nature, and how

we share, with these extraordinary animals a collective dependence on the earth.

We spend some time exploring the vulnerability of the wildlife, contrasting this

with an appreciative understanding of our own lives of relative privilege. From this,

a sense of compassion quite naturally awakens. Along with the question: how can

we use our own special abilities for the greatest benefit of others?

David introduces a variety of different meditation methods. There is sure to be

one that resonates with you! He is part of the group at meals and on game drives

and is available to discuss your personal meditation challenges, one to one.
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Victoria Falls

 Supremely comfortable canvas and thatch "Wilderness Tents" with private

decks 

Ensuite, indoor shower

Delicious meals prepared by specialist chef

All beverages, including alcohol

Free laundry and wifi (intermittent)

Daily guided meditations led by David Michie, outdoor meditations in the

bush and by the river

Opportunity for one-on-one session with David

Daily game drives guided by master rangers

Tour of Victoria Falls led by expert local guide

Private bush walk

Bush dinner in surprise location

Night time star talk

Visit to local primary school

Dinner cruise on the Zambezi River

And much more to be revealed!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What's Included
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Meditate With Elephants

Join David and world-renowned Roxy Danckwerts at Zimbabwe Elephant

Nursery (ZEN) in Harare 

Learn the stories of orphaned elephants 

Meditate in close proximity to them 

Observe the impact of meditation on rescued wildlife 

Enjoy high tea with the giraffes – and help feed them 

Experience a close encounter with Noodle the wildebeest 

Meet other members of the Wild is Life family – including a pangolin 

Enjoy twilight in this Edenic wilderness with drinks and finger food 

Transfer to a sumptuous boutique lodge to shower and relax 

Next day: add whatever Southern African excursions you wish, return home, or

spend more time exploring other special wildlife places near Harare such as

Twala Trust Animal Sanctuary 

 

Not Included

As you can see, almost everything you could need during your Mindful Safari is

included. There are only a few things not covered in the price that you should be

aware of, these include:

 Your flights to and from the safari. These can be tailored to your needs. Many

people like to visit places such as Cape Town, The Garden Route,  Chobe

 

or

 elsewhere  before/after  the  Mindful  Safari. 

 

Tips are also an extra cost and we suggest approximately USD $100 per

traveller to be given at the end of each trip. We are fortunate to have the

services of wonderful game rangers, trackers, kitchen and domestic staff for

nearly a full week, and this level of tip makes a meaningful difference to them.  

 

You will also need to purchase a visa on arrival at Victoria Falls

airport. Currently this is USD $30 - 50 depending on your nationality.



We include a day by day itinerary for 2020. Generally, there are two game

drives/activities a day at dawn and dusk, preceded by two meditation sessions, led

by David Michie. Flexibility is the key, as we may adjust our daily program to take

into account game movements across the reserves.

We would be grateful if guests could please be available for prompt transfers. 

Return times from game drives are approximate and will depend on who we meet

in the bush on each occasion.

Day 1

 Early afternoon: Arrive at Victoria Falls airport.   US $30 - 50 in cash per person

to be paid for tourist visa on arrival (please provide exact money – change may

not be given). Transfer to Masuwe (approximately 20 minutes). Shown to

accommodation to relax/shower/unwind.

4.00 pm: Report to main deck for welcome, briefing and afternoon tea.

4.30 pm: Drive to Stanley & Livingstone/(or river) for sundowner, returning for

7:30pm: Dinner

Day 2

 7.30 am: Report to Reception area – set out for first meditation session at

Old Reception Area, in Stanley & Livingstone. 

8.15 am: Coffee/tea/toast and rusks 

8.30 am – 10.30 am: Game viewing at Stanley & Livingstone 

10.30 am: Return for brunch 

12 pm- 3.00 pm: Rest/free time

3.00 pm – 4.00 pm: Teaching and meditation session on lawn – including

conversation with Pressure on mindful presence with animals.

Victoria Falls Itinerary
       �      
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4.00 pm – 4.15 pm: Tea

4.15 pm – 7.00 pm: First evening game viewing in Stanley & Livingstone

7.15pm: Barbecue and African story telling with Pressure/alternative host.

Day 3

 6.30 am: Meditation on the main deck, Masuwe 

7.00 am – 7.30 am: Coffee, tea, toast and rusks

7.45 am – 10.30 am: Bush walks with Pressure and Garry (two groups) – venue

to be determined (Stanley & Livingstone, or within Masuwe?)

11.00 am: Brunch at Masuwe

12 noon – 3.30 pm: Rest/Free time

3.30 pm: Report to reception area – set out for Zambezi crossing.  Yoga (45

minutes) and meditation (20 minutes) on an island in the river.

5.30 pm: Sundowners and snack on the island

7.00 pm (approx): Return home for dinner

Day 4

 6.30 am: Meditation and teaching on the main deck, Masuwe 

7.30 am – 8.00 am: Coffee/tea/toast and rusks 

8.15 am: Set off for visit to Masuwe Primary School 

11 am (approx.): Return for brunch 

12 pm – 3.30 pm: Rest/free time 

3.30 pm: Main deck, Masuwe - meditation session 

4.15 pm – 4.30 pm: Tea 

4.45 pm: Set out for first game drive in Chamabondo National Park. 

Sundowners in the hide. 

7.30 pm: Dinner   

Day 5

 6.30 am: Report to Reception for transfer to Victoria Falls 

7.00 am – 7.30 am: Meditate at Victoria Falls 

7.30 – 8.00 am: Coffee/tea/rusks at Victoria Falls provided by Masuwe staff 

8.00 – 10.00 am: Guided tour of Victoria Falls 

10.15 am: Transfer to Elephant Walk centre 
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10.30 am – 2.00 pm: Free time in Victoria Falls town for retail therapy (wide

variety of stores selling African art, curios, cafes etc.  Lunch at venue of own

choice. 

2.00 pm: Transfer back to Masuwe 

2.20 pm – 4 pm: Rest/free time 

4.00 – 5.00 pm: Meditation session/teaching 

5.15 pm: Depart for game drive followed by bush dinner (talk on the stars

by someone?) 

8.30 pm (approx.): Transfer back to Masuwe                 

Day 6

 6.30 am: Meditation on the main deck, Masuwe 

7.00 am – 7.15 am: Coffee, tea, rusks and toast 

7.30 am: Game drive in Stanley & Livingstone 

10.00 am: Brunch at Masuwe 

11.00am – 3 pm: Rest/free time 

3.00 – 4 pm: Meditation and teaching in garden, Masuwe 

4 pm – 4.20 pm: Tea 

4.30 pm: Transfer to dinner cruise on Zambezi River 

9.00 pm: Transfer home from Zambezi River to Masuwe 

Day 7

 8.00 am: Breakfast at main deck – group photo and offering tips to staff

Morning: Transfer all guests to Victoria Falls airport to catch flights
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What next?

Get in Touch!
Contact us to register your interest,
secure your spot, and discuss your

travel plans.

safari@davidmichie.com

Phone:�+61 411 453 404 
 

CONTACT US NOW

mailto:safari@davidmichie.com

